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From towering skyscrapers to secluded beaches, from palm-shaped island to beautiful 

mosques, our 8 days / 7 nights Program All Emirates Plus is a treat for you if you are short on 

time and looking to cover popular tourist attractions in and around Dubai.  

 

Visit the Jumeirah Mosque and admire Ottoman and Arabic art. Take some pictures of the 

Burj Al Arab, the 7-star hotel, head to Jumeirah Island - the man-made island. Head towards 

the Manhattan of the East - Abu Dhabi and make divine prayers at the Mosque of Sheikh 

Zayed. Enjoy the spectacular desert landscape and take a thrilling ride on the dunes. Dubai 

Desert Safari is the must do thing in Dubai. Get yourself engage with sand surfing, smoking 

shisha, and fix your hunger with Barbeque nation while having buffet dinner. Your Dubai visit 

can’t be completed without visiting the tallest skyscraper - Burj Khalifa. Tour the towering 

Burj Khalifa and later, ride on the Dhow Cruise for the amazing dining experience. Get on this 

journey and feel excellent throughout your 8 days / 7 nights Arabian Delights Tour. 

 

 

 

 

 Soak up in beautiful city views on an ‘abra’ water taxi across Dubai Creek. 

 See the tallest building in the world `Burj Khalifa’. 

 Experience the essence and soul of Dubai while enjoying dinner in an elegant vintage-

style floating restaurant. 

 Relish unforgettable thrilling desert safari over the magnificent Sand Dunes. 

 Enjoy tasteful barbeque dinner in desert camp and watch electrifying exotic belly 

performance to rhythmic Arabic tunes 

 

 

 

Tour Description 

Tour Highlights 
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DAY 1 : Dubai Arrival 

Arrival at the Dubai International Airport; immigration procedures, meet with our representative, 

transfer to the hotel and accommodation. Overnight at the hotel. 

 

DAY 2 : Dubai - Full day: Dubai Historical and Modern City Tour 

After Breakfast. Meeting in the lobby of your hotel to start the panoramic visit of the future Dubai, 

which gives us the opportunity to have a close look at the most developed city on the planet, the city 

of the future, where incomparable projects are established. We will start with the Jumeirah Mosque, 

with its magnificent mixture of Ottoman and Arabic art. We will continue with a panoramic view of 

the Burj Al Arab, the 7 star hotel, where you will have the opportunity to take some pictures, and 

then we will move to "Palm Jumeirah" island, the eighth wonder of the modern world, a stop at the 

breakwater where you can admire the island of Dubai Eye and watch its famous wheel, the biggest 

in the world, the JBR (Jumeirah Beach Residence) walk and Dubai Marina, which is considered the 

largest coastal master plan in its style where we will be heading to, so we can admire the 200 

skyscrapers in the city, including the Cayan Tower (the twisted tower). 

 

Lunch at a local restaurant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tour Itinerary 
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After lunch, we will continue the visit to the traditional Bastakya neighborhood, where we will 

appreciate the wind tower: the first natural air conditioning; the coffee museum and art galleries. 

Then, we will go through the market of fabrics, where you can see an endless selection of raw silk, 

cotton and embroidered fabrics. We will continue to take a ride in "Abra" (water taxi) crossing the 

Creek to experience the exotic aromas of Dubai’s Spice Souk and the shine of gold at the largest 

Gold market in the world. Our visit ends at Dubai Mall where you can ascend to Burj Khalifa, the 

tallest tower in the world or you can Relish shopping experience in the mall. 

 

Duration 8 hours 

Clothing: comfortable 

 

DAY 3 : Dubai - Abu Dhabi tour: Manhattan of the Middle East 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After Breakfast. Departure to Abu Dhabi; We will pass through the free trade zone of Dubai and the 

most famous and largest man-made port in the Middle East, Jabil Ali. Arriving to Discover the 

highlights of Abu Dhabi the capital of the United Arab Emirates: the Manhattan of the Middle East 

and the administrative center of the country, where we will visit the Great Mosque of Sheikh Zayed 

built in 2008, the third largest in the world, distinguished by its magnificent Islamic architecture and 

its pure white color. The white marble covers all its facades and columns which are adorned with 

Quranic verses. Heading for the heart of the capital, we will pass by Al Maqta Bridge, built by the 

renowned architect Zaha Hadid, and then we will get into the Sheikhs residential neighborhood 

called AL BATEEN where we can find the royal palaces and the presidential palace of the current 

President Sheikh Khalifa; then a panoramic stop to appreciate "Emirates Palace Hotel" the most 

luxurious all over the world. We will continue to the promenade, known as "the Corniche" where 
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you can take fantastic pictures of the artificial island of "Lulú" and Etihad towers, then we will 

proceed to the traditional village "Heritage Village". After lunch, we will visit the Louvre Museum, 

the only one of its kind in the Arab world. The great museum is being billed as a new culture hub for 

the Middle East, where different cultures meet to shed a new light to the shared stories of 

humanity. Eventually, we will end our day by a brief stop in the Ferrari theme park, the largest 

covered park in the world. 

 

Duration: 8 hours 

Clothing: discreet 

 

 

DAY 4 : Dubai - Safari Sahara 

After Breakfast. Free morning for relish shopping in one of the most famous and largest malls in the 

Emirates, such as Dubai Mall with its fascinating 1200 stores selling the best brands in the world or 

for a walk around the contemporary city where creativity thrives and all the visitors are inspired to 

actively seek the unexpected. Or taking a lunch at the world's most luxurious 7* hotel Burj AL Arab, 

flying in a helicopter tour over Dubai. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Afternoon excursion to share a unique experience of life in Sahara; with a taste of luxury in Land 

Cruiser 4X4 cars with capacity for 6 people. We will enjoy spectacular desert landscapes and the 

thrill of conquering a massive dune. Once arriving at the meeting point, we will begin to live 

moments full of adrenaline exploring the high reddish dunes, taking pictures of unforgettable 

memories, capturing the mesmerizing sunset as these moments are simply priceless. Arrival at the 

camp where we will enjoy a traditional Arab night that includes a camel ride, henna tattoos, sand 
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surfing, smoking shisha (water pipe), dervishes show (Tanura), belly dancing. Oriental buffet dinner 

& barbecue. Return and overnight at the hotel. 

 

Duration 5-6 hours 

Clothing: comfortable 

 

DAY 5 : Tour of Al Ain 

Source of life in UAE, where the idea of the union arose: Al Ain place from where the royal family Al 

Nahyan left for Abu Dhabi. Before arriving in the city, we will appreciate the views of the reddish 

dunes. Arrival in Al Ain, this impressive oasis is filled with palm plantations, many of which are still 

working farms. visit to the Al Ain Museum, a cultural museum where you can see the commercial 

and social activities of the Bedouins since 1723; stop at Al Muwiji Palace, majestic palace with an 

impressive structure where the current president Sheikh Khalifa was born. we will continue with the 

visit of Qasr Al Ain, the ancient palace of Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan, the only palace that 

remained of the old palaces where you can see the daily life of the sheikhs; we will appreciate the Al 

Hafeet mountain of 1200 meters high which acts as a border between UAE and Oman, then looking 

at the area of excavations and sulfur water. Having Lunch at al Bawadi and Then we will share an 

amazing experience in the camel market. 

 

Duration: 8 hours 

Clothing: comfortable 
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DAY 6 : Dubai – Burj Khalifa - Dinner Dhow Cruise 

Morning Visit the Burj Khalifa tower panoramic views over Dubai from the observation deck of the 

iconic Burj Khalifa, the tallest skyscraper on the planet, enjoy 360-degree views over Dubai and the 

Arabian Gulf, en few second take the world’s fastest elevator to the clouds to 125 floor to 

experience a perfect picture 

 

Dhow cruise dinner. 

 

En the afternoon around 19:00Hrs, indulge yourself by a wonderful dinner with evening sailing along 

the stream on the traditional Dhow cruise. The exciting and innovative views of the dazzling beauty 

of Dubai will be in front of you merging past and present; Enjoy the breathtaking sights of Abu Dhabi 

in all its glory while onboard the cruise, you will appreciate the magnificent buildings and souks, the 

house of Sheikh Saeed, and the birthplace of Sheikh Rashid. Also enjoy the scenery of the village 

near Shindagha and the charm of the city. Let's gaze at the moonlight while we enjoy a buffet dinner 

of Arab and international cuisine. 

 

Return to the hotel. Accommodation and overnight. 

 

Duration: 4 hours 

Clothing: Casual 
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DAY 7 : Tour of Sharjah, the Pearl of the Gulf 

The rising sun, where authenticity and modernity mix. 

 

22 km from the center of Dubai where you can see an architectural marvel constructed in Arab style. 

Panoramic stop at the University of Sharjah, a modern building however, it is entirely designed in 

Arabic style, a brief stop to take pictures at the Quran Roundabout where you can admire a unique 

sculpture in the Islamic world of the holy Quran. we can admire many buildings around where the 

Arab architecture meets with the modern city of Sharjah. Now we come to the key point of our tour, 

the visit of Sharjah Museum of Islamic Civilization, a unique museum in UAE, which highlights the 

rise of Islamic civilization in science, medicine, mathematics and astronomy. Then we will have an 

interesting walk inside the heart of Sharjah (the big project of rebuilding the old Sharjah) where you 

live the Arab essence in the souk of Al Arsa with its old shops. Visit to the Blue Market with its 

location with unforgettable view to the Arabian Gulf. 

 

Duration: 4 hours 

Clothing: comfortable 

 

 

Dubai by night 

 

Witness Dubai ablaze with lights on an evening sightseeing and enjoy the iconic places of Dubai. The 

tour begins with the Al Farooq Mosque Omar Bin Al Khattab, also known as the Blue Mosque, then 

we will proceed to the Souk of Madinat Jumeirah, or the little Venice of the Middle East which is a 

cluster of Jumeirah hotels and a market of alleyways in the style of Dubai's famous luxury, full of 

souvenir shops, restaurants, bars, nightlife and terraces with unique views to the 7-star hotel Burj al 

Arab, and the water channel that links hotels together. Next, you will discover the richness of 

JUMIERAH Avenue and the most prominent residential districts of Dubai, passing through the Box 

city which is a unique area of world-class architectural design made out of containers. We will cross 

the newly-lit artificial water channel before passing by the vibrant city promenade, then we will 

make a nice stop to admire the CITY WALK, a creative lifestyle space where you can live, work and 

play. Built around movement, sharing and community, here contemporary creativity thrives and 

everyone who visits is inspired to actively seek the unexpected. Conceptualized by the world’s best 

designers, our high-end creative lifestyle destination, then we will get into Souk Al Bahar, the 

“sailor’s market”, a step back in time to the wonder and allure of old Arabia. Situated in Downtown 
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Dubai’s beating heart to see the famous dancing fountain show and listen to music of many 

countries. Finishing our mesmerizing the tour with a dinner at one of Kebab's popular restaurants. 

 

Duration 4-5 hours 

Kebab dinner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DAY 8 : Dubai - Departure 

Breakfast at the hotel, on the scheduled time, transfer to the airport, to take the flight to your next 

destination. 
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Includes: 
 

 7 nights stay with breakfast in hotel. 

 Airport-hotel-airport transfers. 

 Full-day visit Abu Dhabi with lunch. 

 Dhow Cruise with Buffet Dinner on sharing basis. 

 Desert Safari with BBQ Dinner on sharing basis. 

 Visit Dubai by night with a kebab dinner. 

 Half-day visit Sharjah. 

 Visit Burj khalifa. 

 Dhow cruise dinner. 

 A bottle of water during the tours. 

 

Does not include: 
 

 Airfare. 

 Early Check in / Check out at the hotels. 

 Any kind of Food not specified in the itinerary. 

 Any Optional Tours. 

 Tips for guides, drivers, maids, waiters, etc. 

 Tourism tax US$ 4.5 per night / per room (paid directly to the hotel). 

 All other expenses not mentioned in cost includes. 

 Visa. 

 

 

 

 

City Nights 5 Star Hotel 

Dubai 7 Hotel Radisson Blu Waterfront / Hotel Pullman al Barsha or similar 

 

What you’ll get 

Where you'll Stay 
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2019 

Month Dates Twin / Double / Triple Sharing Single Supplement 

June 2019 08 $1499 $579 

July 2019 13 $1499 $579 

August 2019 17 $1499 $579 

September 2019 21 $1499 $579 

October 2019 12 $1699 $797 

November 2019 16 $1699 $797 

December 2019 07 $1699 $797 

 

2020 

Month Dates Twin / Double / Triple Sharing Single Supplement 

January 2020 18 $1699 $797 

February 2020 15 $1699 $797 

March 2020 21 $1699 $797 

April 2020 25 $1699 $797 

May 2020 09 $1599 $649 

June 2020 13 $1599 $649 

July 2020 18 $1599 $649 

August 2020 22 $1599 $649 

Dates & Rates 
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September 2020 26 $1599 $649 

October 2020 24 $1599 $649 

November 2020 07 $1899 $899 

December 2020 05 $1899 $899 

 

 

2021 

Month Dates Twin / Double / Triple Sharing Single Supplement 

January 2021 16 $1899 $899 

February 2021 20 $1899 $899 

March 2021 27 $1899 $899 

April 2021 10 $1899 $899 

 

 


